SolGear

Solar Car Kit

SunWindSolar.com
Build a Solar Gear Car
We are Solar Driven!
SolGear kits are an independent offshoot of a renewable energy kit for
schools, inspired by Wirtanen Electric of Edmonton, Alberta in 1992, and
aided by a grant from the Science Alberta Foundation to the Solar Energy
Society of Canada - Northern Alberta Chapter. They have since evolved.
Materials
The motor mounting clip is a stickyback. Peel off the protective tape and
mount the clip snug against the wooden block. The gear on the motor will
mesh with the gear on the axle. In the event that it doesn’t check the depth
of the screw eyes and adjust as necessary.
Velcro can be cut and stuck
Attach the solar panel. If the car runs to hold panel in place.
backward, reverse the connections at the
motor. Note that the gear on the motor spins
backwards as the car moves forward. Why?

Solar Panel 1.5 volt 500 mAmp
converts light energy to electricity
motor converts electricity into mechanical spin
motor clip to hold motor to body ﬁrmly
motor bushing
transfers energy from motor shaft to 10-tooth gear
gear, 10-tooth drive gear, transfers energy to driven gear
gear, 50-tooth driven gear, transfers energy to driven axle
coroplast base to build upon (or use recyclable materials as body)
3 ea 10 cm wood dowel s axles (1 spare)
tubing to act as in-line shaft retainers on dowel - cut with scissors
2 ea 50 mm (2”) pulley/wheels
rear wheels
2 ea 50 mm (2”) o-ring tires
2 ea 38 mm (1-1/2”) pulley/wheels front wheels
2 ea 38 mm (1-1/2”) o-ring tires
5 ea screw eyes
axle holders (1 spare)
2 ea wood blocks
to accept screw eyes
push pin ‘ sharp’ tool, to mark and pilot holes for screw eyes
sandpaper
to sand dowels, to smooth wood
2 ea velcro strips to hold solar panel to body
Check contents of kit with materials list above.
You will require scissors to cut tubing into 3 - 4 mm (1/4”) segments.
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For further ideas, Solar Energy educational notes and links,
free lessons and other kits, please see www.sunwindsolar.com
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Instructions
Open the alligator clips of the
solar panel test leads, and attach
them to the two metal tabs at the
back of the motor.
Hold your solar panel in direct
sunlight (or under a strong lamp
- within 8 to 10 cm of a 60 watt
incandescent bulb) to test, making
sure your motor spins.

To Build a SolGear Car
On the coroplast body use the push pin to mark locations for the
screw eye a x l e h o l d e r s . You will likely want your axles to be
p a r a l l e l and running straight ahead. Draw parallel lines at right
angles to the sides in the places you want the axles.

Now that you have S o l G e a r , what
can you do with it?

Solar Energy Facts
1000 watts per square meter of surface area facing the Sun,
for hours and hours each day, is our solar energy inheritance. If six
full hours of sunlight fall on a square meter directly facing the Sun,
about six kilowatt-hours of energy are received. Per square meter.
Everywhere around you. Depending on your latitude and season.
However, solar photovoltaic panels are only around 15 - 18%
efficient, which means only about 1/6 of the photons intercepted by
the solar panel are absorbed in a way that makes an electron move.
Solar panels convert energy instantly - they do not “charge up”, or
hold a charge. No sunlight, no electricity. We can store solar energy
for later use as chemical energy in batteries.
While hydrogen fusion reactions at millions of degrees are taking
place deep in the center of the Sun, it is the radiant glow from the
Sun’s outer cooler gases that we call Solar Energy. Our Sun’s outer
temperature is around 5800 K - it is also a million times larger than
Earth. All objects in the Universe emit electromagnetic radiation
according to their temperature. At each temperature a distinctive
radiation curve is emitted. Energy received on Earth is insolation.
Solar Energy is approximately 42% visible l i g h t , peaking in
blue. The remainder is 6 - 7% percent ultra-violet light (which can
be experienced as damaging sun-burn), and about 51% infra-red
light (which we experience as gentle heat). The ozone layer blocks
most of the u.v. light, fortunately for life on our planet.
Motors and Magnetism - To fully appreciate how you are
using light energy to make electricity to create magnetic fields in a
motor to make things move mechanically, please see:
www.howstuffworks.com/inside-motor.htm

Use the push pin as a ‘sharp’ tool to start a hole for the screw eyes.
Make the hole about a centimeter in from the edge. You will need to
screw the screw eye through the coroplast and into the wood block.
After lightly sanding the
ends of the dowel, slide a
red p u l l e y / w h e e l onto the
dowel.
Cut the tubing
into 6 mm or
1/4 in. pieces
and slide onto
axles as in-line
(Twist dowel while
shaft retainers.
sanding, to keep the
dowel round.)
Put the axle through
the screw eyes and
slide
on another
piece of tubing.
Do not slide the
tubing pieces on
too far - the axle
should spin freely.
One of the axles must have the 50-tooth
gear mounted on it. O-ring t i r e s fit over
the pulley/wheels.
If the wheels or gear become loose, please use a glue gun or paper
glue, or jam a small piece of masking tape into the hub hole.

